1. What are the locations and distances from the equipment cabinets to their respective device locations? Is this an underground or an overhead pathway?

*The previously released plan has been updated to include equipment closet labels and approximate room dimensions. Courtroom 1 is approximately 32 ft. wide and 42 ft. long. Courtroom 2 is approximately 32 ft. wide and 32 ft. long. The distances can be calculated using the room dimensions and the vendor’s proposed locations for equipment.*

2. Are there any plenum space that will be utilized?

*Yes. The plenum (ceiling to hard deck) is about 2.5 feet high.*

3. Will floor plans be released to aid in the systems design? If not, can clarification be provided on current drawings to describe symbols and locations?

*An additional floor plan with color coded IT jack numbers is available upon request to andrew.conover@calbar.ca.gov.*

4. Are current systems independent, stand-alone systems? Are they intended to integrate with each other in any way? (Recording? Control? Live feed?)

*Each courtroom system is independent and stand-alone. This independence is to continue with the upgrades. No integration is required.*

5. Are there any outside components intended for integration of either courtroom? (Digital signage? Audio dispersion?)

*There are no plans to integrate outside components. Audio dispersion should be limited and contained within each room.*